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ABSTRACT

We present a numerical study of the two-waves Hamiltonian system which reveals the

route to large scale stochasticity as a process based on the mode-locking phenomenon. The

final chaos is reached after a cascade of lockings, appearing successively for different

independent modes of oscillation in the system. Using a Fourier analysis, the different steps in

this cascade process are detected by following the change in the frequency of the pronounced

modes in the power spectrum; when changing the strength of the perturbation, one observes the

locking of the relevant mode to a fixed frequency inherent to the system. It is shown that this

mechanism allows for the generation of low frequency oscillations which, due to the nonlinear

coupling existing in the system, combine with all the existing peaks into a raised spectrum

consisting of broad diffuse patterns, which is the signature of chaotic motion.
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The formulation and proof of the celebrated Kolmogorov Arnold Moser ( K.A.M.)

theorem1, has been the impetus of an intense research effort during the past thirty years aiming

to understand the chaotic behavior of dynamical conservative systems. This theorem establishes

the conditions under which the stability of generalized surfaces or tori in phase-space remains

intacted when increasing the strength of the perturbation in the system. Once these conditions

have been violated one can expect an irregular or chaotic motion to set in. The onset of this

stochastic motion is outside the scope of the K.A.M. theorem and was investigated on a less

rigourous mathematical basis in the pioneering work of Chirikov^ who proposed a

phenomenological practical criterion of the breaking down of the K.A.M. surfaces, and onset of

general stochasticity.

In the research concerning the behavior of dynamical conservative systems, a

considerable effort was devoted to the study of the equation governing the motion of a particle

affected by two electrostatic waves propagating with different phase velocities in the same

direction. The interest in this paradigm equation stems from the fact that a variety of physical

processes can be adequately modelized by this equation, and the associated Hamiltonian^ might

serve as a basic model for investigating some mathematical aspects of the theory of intrinsic

stochasticity.

The route for arriving to chaotic motion in this system, however, was not investigated in

a detailed manner in the past; an attempt in this direction was reported by us4 in a previous

publication in which we observed, using a Fourier power spectrum analysis that finding the

route to chaos amonts to finding the route to the generation of low frequency modes of sizeable

amplitudes.

Due to the nonlinear coupling process taking place in the system, the low frequency

modes and their harmonics appearing as sizeable peaks in the power spectrum are translated into
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the full spectmm, combining with all the existing peaks into a raised spectrum consisting of

broad diffuse patterns which is the signature of chaotic motion when viewed at the Fourier

power spectrum. A mechanism for generating low frequency oscillations intimately connected

with the locking phenomenon of a specific mode to a fixed frequency inherent to the system,

has been recently reported by us5. However, this mechanism is characterized by a special

property namely the disappearance of the low frequency modes when increasing the strength of

the perturbation, thus leading to the intermediate nature of this type of stochasticity. On the

other hand, it is well known that once general stochasticity sets in the system, increasing the

perturbation results only in an increase of the chaotic behavior of the motion.

In this work we propose a mechanism, based on the mode-locking phenomenon, for

generating low frequency oscillations and consequently leading to chaos, having the basic

property of generalized stochasticity just mentioned. The presentation of this mechanism is best

done by following a numerical study of a case where the operation of this mechanism is clearly

manifested. Thus, we present in the following a numerical study of the two-waves system

revealing a cascade locking process which leads to the generation of low frequency modes in

the system. The first step in this cascade process is detected by following the change in the

frequency of a pronounced mode in the power spectrum, when changing the strength of the

perturbation, observing the lock of this mode to a fixed frequency inherent to the system. This

lock sets in when the perturbation reaches a particular value, and persists even when increasing

the perturbation furthermore. Simultaneously with the locking of this mode, one observes the

appearance of a new sizeable mode which, in its turn, has its frequency changing with the

change of the strength of the perturbation beginning thus the second step of this cascade

process. The locking of this mode is found to be at a rational frequency ratio of the previous

locked frequency and is accompanied by a new sizeable mode and so on. To see how this

cascading locking process is realized in a specific physical system, we study numerically the

power spectrum associated with the nonlinear differential equation describing the motion of a

_ particle affected by two electrostatic waves propagating in the same direction but having
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different phase velocities. As is well known this equation of motion can be written in a

normalized form as,

j«*

—r + sin x = - e sin (oc x - v t ), (1)
at*

where e is considered as a small parameter and a and v are respectively the normalized wave

number and frequency parameters of the system.

To obtain the power spectrum associated with equation (1), we first solve it numerically

and then apply a standard procedure for obtaining an accurate power spectrum. To this end, we

employ a fast-Fourier-transform algorithm to process 4096 - point time series of the velocity of

the particle which was initially shaped by a cosine bell window of Banning type6 used to

eliminate spurious frequency components associated with sharp edges in the time series.

In order to exhibit locking of modes as a scenario to a possible route to chaos, we find it

convenient to consider motion of particles far away from the separatrix ( the separatrix being

determined by the unperturbed motion ). A typical example of the velocity power spectrum

associated with such a motion corresponding to the parameters set : a = 16, V = 85, E = 0.12

with initial values XQ =0 , VQ = 5.8 , is given in Fig. I. In this figure, major weii defined and

separated peaks are clearly distinguished signifying a regular motion. The most prominent peak

seen in the center of this figure is associated with the free oscillation at frequency (UQ = 5.585

corresponding to the unperturbed motion of the particle, shifted however somewhat from this

value due to the finiteness of the perturbation. Recognized in this figure is also an other major

independent peak to the left of the " (UQ " peak at a frequency Cui = 1.43. Now, due to the

nonlinearity of the system, all the major other spectral lines appearing in the figure can be

attributed to a linear combination of these two independent frequencies (UQ and (Oi, in the

form (Dj = m CUQ + n (Ol where m and n take appropriate positive or negative integer values.

The most important Une resulting from this combination is clearly distinguished at G>2 = WQ - Cui
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= 4.155 . The free frequency depends only slightly on e , while COi depends on it rather

significantly. In order to see that, we show in Fig. n the shift in position of the " (UQ " and

" COi " peaks with the changes of the perturbation 8 . As is seen from this figure, the " tuo "

peak is essentially fixed while (Oi changes significantly with E, linearly in the lower parameter

range and acquiring a nonlinear dependency when approaching E values for which a chaotic

type motion sets in. The finite range of E for which the motion becomes chaotic is represented

by a dotted line in this figure. The significance of this stochastic region was considered by us^

in a previous publication and will not be elaborated here furthermore. When increasing £

beyond this region, the motion becomes again regular, however the " COi " peak does not

depend anymore on E, and remains constant fixed to a rational, locking value of CUQ : Oui = 2/3

(UQ for this set of parameters. Simultaneously with the setting in of this " (Di " mode-locking,

appears a new significant peak at frequency G>2 as can be seen in Fig. I (b) which corresponds

to the motion of the particle for the same set of parameters and initial values except that £ has

been increased to the value £ = 0.169. This " (02 " mode is £ depending and apparently

follows the same basic evolution scheme as " (Oi ", namely: having a linear dependency which

is followed by a nonlinear one. Similarly to " (Oi ", the " (02 " mode in its turn gets also locked

to an intrinsic fixed frequency in the system which is, this time COi; we recall that the fixed

frequency was (UQ for the locking of the " (Oi " mode. [ The difficulty in detection of a

stochastic region just before onset of locking of this " (02 " mode was discussed in Réf. 5 ].

This £ dependency of " (02 " is shown in Fig. n in which the locking of the frequency is

clearly exhibited at a value which is a rational of COi: (02= 1/4 COi. With the locking of

this " 0)2 " mode, appears a new independent " (03 " mode, as is seen in the power spectrum

presented in Fig. I (c). The £ dependency of this mode has essentially the same basic features

of those of " (Oi " and " COi "» and this mode is locked in its turn to a rational value of (02, the

ratio being in this case 0)3 = 4/3 0>2. The £ dependency of " (03 " and its locking is

presented in Fig. n . Notice that due to the existence of several large locked peaks in the

spectrum, their linear combinations result in a power spectrum filled up with sizeable peaks,

which is, as mentioned in Réf. 4, a significant stage in the route to chaos. As seen in Fig. n,
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the locking range of the " 0)3 " mode is rather narrow and when increasing E beyond this

range, one can observe final large stochasticity setting in, which is signifyed by a raised power

spectrum ( Fig. HI ).

This cascading locking process is not limited to this particular set of parameters and

initial values. Other exemples exhibiting this process have been found as well. An interesting

exemple corresponding to a case where the perturbation is relatively strong, with initial values

associated with an islet of stability is presented in Fig. IV, which shows the E dependency of

the different modes and their locking.

In trying to get an overall view on the cascade locking process just presented, we notice

first, that sizeable peaks in the power spectrum have generally their origin in some resonance

process taking place in the system. [ Peaks associated with the free running frequency duo or the

driving frequency V are not included in our discussion]. Indeed, if one considers the terms of

the Fourier decomposition of the perturbation one realizes that those terms in the decomposition

which are definitely nonresonating ones will average out to zero. Only the peaks associated with

terms corresponding to a resonance process which are thus varying slowly enough in time, can

be pronouncedly detected in a numerical study. Another consideration to take into account when

studying the size of the peaks in the spectrum is the ratio p/q ( p and q integers ) between the

resonating frequencies. As is well known when p and q are high value integers, one usually

cannot expect a corresponding sizeable peak in the power spectrum.

Before the locking process sets in, the different modes in the system considered here,

have only one fixed frequency ( V ) to resonate with. A mode having a frequency with

favourable p/q ratio to the fixed frequency will be represented by a sizeable peak in the power

spectrum while all other modes will be represented by much smaller signals. However, the

generation of a new fixed frequency due to the locking process, creates new opportunities for

other modes to resonate with a fixed frequency at a favourable p/q ratio. [ This was our

working assumption which helped us to decide to what a fixed frequency mode, a mode with
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changing frequency in the system gets locked to ]. Once a mode characterized by a frequency,

say, 0)2 gets locked to a fixed frequency mode, (Di, with which it has a favourable p/q ratio,

the nonlinear coupling between modes in the system will result in the appearance of a sizeable

peak at a fixed frequency 0)12= Cui - 0)2. The frequency of this peak will be smaller that

G)I. Indeed, if G>i > 0)2 then 0)12 is of course smaller than COi, if 0)2 is larger than COi, it is still

smaller than 20)i ( since 2COi will have by assumption a less favourable p/q ratio to 0)2 than

COi )- Thus, also in such a case the frequency 0>i2 will be again smaller than 0)i. The peak

having a frequency 0)12 will represent a fixed frequency mode with which other modes in the

system can resonate with. If a mode " 0)3 " will resonate with this (u\2 mode and gets locked

to it, the mode having the frequency 0)123= ®12 - Q>3 will be again a fixed frequency mode

having a frequency lower than Ct>i2 and in its turn will be a new mode to which other modes

can resonate with and get locked to.

In this manner one can expect the generation of lower and lower frequency modes. The

sizeable peaks corresponding to these modes combine with all the peaks of the spectrum to fill it

up. When the frequency of these locked modes or their difference is low enough the power

spectrum will be dense enough with sizeable peaks to be recognized as a chaotic type power

spectrum.

In the example we have studied in this work we believe to have seen the first steps in

this process, we suppose that the convergence of the following steps in the process to proceed

rather fast with the increase of E so it is difficult to detect the generation of the very low

frequency modes wich ultimately causes stochasticity in the system. We would like to mention

that such difficulties are encountered also in following the period doubling route to chaos,

where only the first few steps in the period doubling process are detected.
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As to the locking process itself, we have elaborated on its origin in some details in a

previous publication5. A detailed analysis of the cascade locking process for the case considered

here is presently in preparation.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure I

a). Power spectrum S(CO) of the solution v(t) of Eq. (1), using a Logic scale, as a

function of the angular frequency (O with initial conditions: XQ = O, VQ = 5.8 and

parameters: tt = 16,V = 85, 6 = 0.12.

b). Power spectrum for 8 = 0.169. Initial conditions, other parameters and

equation of motion as in (a).

c). Power spectrum for 8 = 0.23. Initial conditions, other parameters and equation

of motion as in (a).

Figure n

The position in frequency of the peaks " (Oo " *, " u>i " , " 0)2 " and " 0)3 " which

are defined in the text, as a function of the strength of the perturbation E . The

points of this graph are deduced from power spectra similar to the one shown

in Fig. L initial values and parameters as in that figure.

Figure HI

Power spectrum for E = 0.2368. This raised and diffuse power spectrum

corresponds to chaotic motion. Initial conditions and other parameters as in Fig. I.

Figure IY

Same as in Hg. n. The positions in frequency of the three peaks " (Ob ", " G)I " ,

"CÛ2", corresponding to initial values XQ =4.71 ,VQ = 4.5 ,and parameters

tt = 16, V = 85.
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